**Take a line for a walk**

Armchair
Injected flame-retardant polyurethane foam over internal steel frame. 4-star, swivel (code 0V6, 389). Available with cotton gel quilt (code 340) or quilted fabric (code 354).

Pouf
Flame-retardant polyurethane foam on wood frame; 4-star swivel base is steel with powder coat finish.

**NOTE:**
- Quilt on armchair 389 is fixed to the cover by a zipper, available in 9 different colors.

Please note: prices of armchairs with quilt and quilted fabric are calculated by adding code 340 or 354:
- code 389 + 340 for swivel version with quilt
- code 389 + 354 for swivel version with quilted fabric.
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**Recommended fabric hangers**

**Tirelle e tessuti consigliati**

- 110-Kvadrat x Moroso n° 1 Remix
- 111-Kvadrat x Moroso n° 2 Field
- Divina
- Tonus
- Hallingdal
- Stamskin Top

**Technical tests - Prove tecniche**

- Poltrona girevole (cod. 0V6-389):
  - ANSI BIFMA x5.1-2002/6 test passed
  - ANSI BIFMA x5.1-2002/16 test passed
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vol. 2 SINGLE SEATS, TABLES AND ACCESSORIES

CHAISE LONGUE

Injected flame-retardant polyurethane foam over internal steel frame. Base with footrest cross beam in steel, chromed or powder coated.

The chaise longue cover is not removable and has a leather inlay in the footrest area, coordinated with the selected cover.
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Bases colors - Colori basi

- rifle brown
- RAL 3009 oxidored
- NCS S5005 - Y20R concrete

Zip Colours - Colori Cerniera

- 70 yellow
- 73 acid green
- 72 green
- 74 turquoise
- 76 violet
- 75 pink
- 71 red
- 77 dark grey
- 78 beige
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Swivel armchair
Poltrona girevole

| 3.8 m² | 5.5 m³ | 0.9 m³ | 32 Kg |

Swivel armchair for quilt
Poltrona girevole per trapunta

| 3.8 m² | 5.5 m³ | 0.9 m³ | 32 Kg |

Swivel stool
Pouf girevole

| 1.5 m² | 1.6 m³ | 0.2 m³ | 15 Kg |

Chaise Longue
Chaise Longue

| 4.6 m² | 7 m³ | 1.4 m³ | 40 Kg |

Quilt
Trapunta

| 1.7 m² |

Quilted fabric
Tessuto trapuntato
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